
Avocados remain in steady supply but demand

is ramping up considerably as restaurants across

the United States begin to open their doors

again. Quality remains excellent and will

continue to be that way as we inch closer to

Cinco de Mayo. The California season is upon us

now and harvest estimates show lower volumes

than last year at about 13 million pounds per

week. California avocado eating quality remains

excellent and we will continue to monitor the

total pounds being made available. We

anticipate the market to stay flat relative to the

month of April in typical fashion for this time of

year, hopefully with some relief as we get closer

to summer. 

FOOD SERVICE MARKET REPORT
 

POTATOES
Pricing for both the 40 and 70s Burbank and

Norkotah potatoes from Idaho is currently high.

The Burbank potato supplies are stable and

prices will begin to rise as the supply on

Norkotahs decline. The Norkotah prices are

stable in all other shipping regions - with supplies

expected to be depleted by May. Quality is

average on both Burbanks and Norkotahs. 
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CONVENTIONAL COLORED BELLS
Still sloppy ( cheap) but it should be firming up in

the next couple of weeks.

GREEN BELLS
Green bells are still active, but we have seen

several growers in the Coachella area beginning

this week.

BELL PEPPERS



ROUND, ROMA AND VINE RIPE TOMATOES
Mexico: The Culiacan, Sinaloa tomato growing region is finishing up this week. The transition to

Sonora/Obregon is underway. The upcoming Cinco de Mayo holiday weekend demand has gotten

the roma deal very snug this week. There is a wide range of quality with the best labels being

marketed in the low to mid-teens. Round tomatoes are primarily running 5x5 and smaller sizes. 4x4

and 4x5 size tomatoes are very short and the market for those sizes is in the mid to high teens. 5x5

and smaller in the low to mid-teens.

Florida: Rain has subsided in Florida and growers are now back to picking once again. The quality

looks very good and pricing on the best quality repacks is in the mid-teens. 

TOMATOES

GRAPE, CHERRY AND MEDLEY TOMATOES
Grape and Cherry tomatoes are in good

supply. Medley tomatoes are still a bit short

at the moment.
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CHILES
Product continues to be high until Baja and

Northern California begin.

ROMAINE LETTUCE
Plenty of product is available and product looks good - some light fringe burn will be seen. 

GREEN LEAF LETTUCE
Product is available and quality is good. 

ICEBERG LETTUCE
Salinas is now the main growing region on lettuce. Weather is

expected to be warm this week - helping supply and weights.

Quality is improving; however, you may see some light rib blight

and tip burn. 

LETTUCE

Yellow and red storage onions are still going from

the Northwest. White Onions are arriving from

Mexico with pretty good quality; some slight

greening. New crop from Imperial valley is

starting this week on yellow and red onions with

white onions following right behind. 

ONIONS



STRAWBERRIES
Demand exceed supplies for the short term with

heavy Post Easter ads all over the US and Canada.

Looks like another week of heavy pro rates due to

a much smaller and pushed back peak in Baja,

Oxnard and Santa Maria. Most are saying the

typical fruit set that we would be seeing now and

for the balance of April is just now there. There is

speculation of problems with original nursery

stock, a colder than normal March, etc. The

bottom line looks like we just will never see the

normal peak we would see out of Baja and

Oxnard. Santa Maria is still too early to tell whether

we will see a similar situation. Quality and

condition is very good from all shipping locations.

We have several cold days ahead that will not help

our current situation. There does seem to be some

light at the end of the tunnel with a warming

trend starting this Saturday and for the

foreseeable future.

Call your Veg-Fresh Sales Representative for

volume and pricing commitments. 

BLUEBERRIES
Blues are now more available with Georgia and

Florida going in the East. Market on the eastern

seaboard is lower with good availability.

California blues have started and volume will

increase weekly, with the market about steady.

Prices are beginning to reflect increases in

volume with FOB’s falling this week throughout

the country. Mexico is still exporting; however

their numbers have fallen as well as their market

share due to an increase in East and West coast

availability.

BERRIES
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VALENCIAS
Mexico will be the juicing orange available

through April/May. California's new crop has

started in light volumes and will continue to

build as Mexico winds down in May/June. 

NAVELS
California is running at peak volume and flavor

throughout April. The season will begin to wind

down in May and June before Imports begin.

Sizing is peaking steady across the board with

good volumes out of both Central California.

LIMES 
Product is still even higher due to a shortage

caused by weather conditions.

LEMONS
California has taken over as the main supply

source now through May 2021. Imports are

expected to start late June/early July.

CITRUS

Product very short and expensive, it will stay

active until Baja starts in the end of May.

CUCUMBERS
Good volume from Mexico and California. 

BRUSSELS


